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Gaultier Enterprises Ltd. has been servicing the needs of homeowners and contractors in the
Chilliwack area since 1990. We pride ourselves with providing courteous, professional sales and
service, and backing it up with quality installations. Our gutter machine turns 13 1/2" flatstock
aluminum (0.023 thickness) into continuous lengths of 5" fascia gutter (5" wide at the top, 5" deep).
It is available in a wide array of colors, and is custom run on site to perfectly fit your house. No
more leaky joints every 10 feet! We can run our gutter in 2 distinct profiles (Crownmould, Stepface),
and corners are custom fit to enhance the look of your home. Let our professional installers
take care of all your gutter needs.
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A common concern that we hear all the time is "how do I keep my gutters from getting clogged?".
We recommend a combination of proven products (Alu-rex leafscreen and Drainguard debris
catchers), and offer a 10 year "Clog Free" warranty when this system is used on residential homes.
The Alu-rex "T-Rex" hanger system provides a continuous hanger that greatly enhances the
overall strength of the new gutter. It also keeps leaves and debris out of the gutter, allowing the
rain water to easily run into the downspouts and away from your house. On existing gutters, the
Alu-rex "Gutter Clean" system offers the same protection from leaves and debris. These products
are ideal to create a low maintaintence gutter system that works for years to come. Drainguard
debris catchers are installed in the downspout at a convenient location (about 3' off the ground) as
an additional line of defence, to catch any pine needles or maple seeds that may get through.
Keeping your gutters clear, rather than having to climb ladders to unplug them, keeps people safe
and just makes sense.
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